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Members Present:   Mrs Chahal, Ms Dean, Ms Evers, Mrs Roman, Mr Hames, Ms Crompton, Mr Ward, Mr 

Wilson, Mr Mahay, Ms Pitt, Mr Grewal, Mr Porbanderwalla, Mr Bridgett. 
 
In Attendance:  Mr Prokopa, Dr Hall. 
In the Chair:  Ms Dean 
 
Business Agenda - LPC Members from 1.45pm 

418-1 
 

Welcome and Apologies 
Mr Prokopa took the Chair temporarily pending the election of Chair and Vice-Chair. He 
welcomed to the LPC Meeting for 2018-2022 new CCA members, Jonathan Bridgett; 
Regional Pharmacy Manager for Tesco, Sue Pitt; Store manager for Boots in Burton-
upon-Trent and Navin Mahay; Area Professional Standards Pharmacist for Lloyds 
Pharmacy’s and the new independent members Indy Grewal; owner and Superintendent 
Pharmacist at Coven Pharmacy and Ali Porbanderwalla; owner and Superintendent 
Pharmacist for Shiraz and Sons Ltd. Apologies had been received from Mr Eason and Mrs 
Lumby. 

418-2 Meet and Greet – get to know your LPC colleagues.  
Members broke into groups for informal discussions. 

418-3 Election of Officers 
• Chair: Ms Dean was nominated as Chair - proposed by Mr Wilson and seconded by 

Mrs Roman. There being no further nominations, Ms Dean was duly elected and 
took the chair. 

• Vice-Chair: Mr Wilson was nominated as Vice-Chair – proposed by Mr Hames, 
seconded by Ms Evers. There being no further nominations, Mr Wilson was duly 
elected. 

Note: Employed Officers are no longer subject to re-appointment, ie 

• Chief Officer 

• Service Development Officer 

• Treasurer 

418-4 Meetings & Sub Committees 
• Confirmation of Venue, Meeting dates etc – members agreed to continue with the 

current meeting schedule, ie in the afternoon of the second Wednesday each 
month, save for August and December. The meeting also agreed to continue with 
the current venue, if available. Mr Prokopa to ask Mrs Lumby to confirm. 

• Approval of Proposed Sub-Committees – Mr Prokopa reminded members of the 
four sub-committees, and it was agreed these would continue. 

• Membership of Sub-Committees – Mr Prokopa to circulate details once all skills and 
interests forms had been received; the final membership to be agreed at the May 
meeting, with the first sub-committee likely to be Finance prior to the July LPC 
meeting. 

418-5 Declarations of Interest  
Mr Porbanderwalla, Ms Dean and Ms Crompton declared a conflict of interest in items 
under Regulation. 

418-6 Minutes 
The open minutes of the LPC meeting on Wednesday 14th March 2018 were approved as 
amended; proposed by Ms Evers, seconded by Mrs Crompton. 

418-7 Matters Arising 

Open Minutes of the Meeting held on Wednesday 
11th April 2018 in the Conference room of the 

Museum of Cannock Chase, Valley Road, 
Hednesford, Cannock at 1.45pm 
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eRD and Patient communication - Mr Prokopa explained that the purpose of the eRD 
project is to increase the number of practices using eRD. The project group are 
facilitating 23 beacon practices to intensively manage them into eRD and for them to 
provide support going forward to other practices. Mr Prokopa further explained that 
there have been some comments about the information that used to be on the repeat 
copies, not being passed onto patients and noted that there are some good examples to 
explain what we should be passing on to the patient. 
Mr Wilson highlighted the issue of patient conditions or indication appearing in the 
dosage line for example ‘for cholesterol’ or similar on a statin and asked what the legal 
position is? 
Mr Ward shared his view that as a Pharmacist you can make a professional judgement 
whether this is included on the label and that Pharmacists need to decide how the 
patient is likely to interpret the conditions and what the prescribers’ wishes are. 
Ms Dean noted that some patients may not want information such as ‘for depression’ 
being displayed on the label. 
Mr Prokopa to forward the EPS and eRD FAQs and pharmacy resource pack to members. 
Mr Wilson asked if Mr Prokopa could also forward the PSNC document on message 
forwarding. 

418-8 Regulation 
a) Application to Change of Core Opening Hours at Carlton Pharmacy 

Mr Prokopa explained that Carlton Pharmacy have put in an application to 
change their core hours. Their current core hours are 7am till midnight Monday 
to Friday, 7am till 10pm Saturday and closed Sunday. With the out of hours 
service in Burton moving to the Queens Hospital, Carlton Pharmacy have sought 
to change their core hours, so that they open between 8am and 11pm Monday 
to Saturday and 9am and 7pm on Sunday to meet the needs of the people 
coming from the out of the Out of hours service. Mr Prokopa further explained 
that core hour changes are often made for reasons, which are not necessarily 
appropriate but, in this circumstance, there seems to be good reasons for them 
to change their hours and there are other pharmacies in the Burton area open 
from 7 – 7.30am in the morning. Mr Prokopa proposed that the LPC respond 
that we have no objections to the change of core hours and asked if members 
had any comments? Mrs Chahal confirmed that the total number of hours open 
is the same and Mr Prokopa confirmed that it was, as they must maintain 100 
hours. Members had no further comments Mr Prokopa to write to NHSE to 
advise no comments. 

b) Post Implementation Review of NHS 2013 Regulations 
Mr Prokopa explained that this is aiming to pull together comments from 
various bodies such as NHSE AT, PSNC and other bodies. They are looking back 
at what’s happened with the regulations and any issues arising from bits of 
information that are missing or items that need clarification. The stakeholders 
involved were Company Chemists Association, Urology Trade Association, 
Dispensing Doctors Association, British Healthcare Trade Association, 
Pharmaceutical Services Negotiating Committee, National Pharmacy 
Association, Royal Pharmaceutical Society, NHS England, Greater Manchester 
Partnership, NHS Litigation Authority, Association of Pharmacy Technicians UK, 
Health Education England, General Pharmaceutical Council and other Business 
Stakeholders. Mr Prokopa noted that this was highlighted at the LPC national 
meeting and there are some items in the recommended regulatory 
requirements that are quite important from a local point of view. 
Distant selling premises – Misuse and prescription direction – Recommended 
that the DHSC consults on changes to the 2013 regulations to require DSPs to 
declare any vested or significant interest and a requirement for DSP contractors 
to maintain functional websites, which detail how their services can be accessed 
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nationally, and what their arrangements are for disposal of patient returned 
waste medicines. NHS England to develop a complaint process to allow 
suspected breeches to be reported and investigated. DHSC to consider how the 
development and roll out of the electronic prescription service (EPS) and patient 
nomination processes could help mitigate the issue of prescription direction. 
Mr Prokopa highlighted that there are practices in the North of the county that 
have an interest in a large national DSP and that it is important that this helps to 
manage this. 
Mr Ward suggested that when this comes out, we should be writing to our DSPs 
to make sure they have the right support and guidance? Mr Prokopa agreed. 
Minor and temporary relocations -  Mr Prokopa explained that this is really to 
allow a more streamlined approach to minor or temporary relocation. 
Dispensing Doctors Amalgamating practices and dispensing rights- 
Recommends that the regulations are amended to minimise the issues when 
practices merge. 
100 hours per week pharmacies – Recommends a review of 100 hour per week 
pharmacies to see who uses them and consider if any amendments to the terms 
of service for 100 hours per week pharmacies should be made. 
Ms Dean asked if this could potentially mean that 100-hour pharmacies are 
allowed to change their hours? 
Mr Prokopa to check and report back. 
Determination of controlled or reserved localities 5-year application 
restriction – In rural areas looking at situations where you have a determination 
that an area is rural in character and therefore a controlled locality and there is 
a five-year ban on further applications to change that. Mr Prokopa explained 
that there have been situations where there has been an administrative error so 
looking at an amendment to the regulations to allow a further challenge against 
a determination if refused or withdrawn based on an administrative error. 
Ms Pitt asked if we have many controlled localities in our area and Mr Prokopa 
confirmed that we have quite a few controlled localities. 
Attending oral hearings for appeals – Recommends that they remove the 
requirement to formally request attendance at oral hearing for interested 
parties. 
Breach and remedial notices - No provisions in the current regulations to allow 
a breach or remedial notice to be rescinded.  
Local dispute resolution – Looking at standardising operations and ensuring that 
there are effective local resolution processes 
Regulatory Reference – Amending the 2013 regulations to reflect the GDPR, 
which comes into force on 25th May 2018. Mr Prokopa also highlighted that 
PSNC are holding a GDPR compliance webinar for community pharmacies, which 
you can still signup for. 
Mr Prokopa noted that there were a few additional recommendations. PNA 
quality and consistency, opening hours bank holiday and work breaks and 
embedded site pharmacies – directions to open. Mr Prokopa explained that 
there had been a few issues where pharmacies have had directions to open 
perhaps on bank holidays where the sites are embedded in premises that are 
not going to be open. Therefore, there will be some flexibility for contractors to 
state that they are not able to open.   

c) Change of Supplementary hours – Dosthill Pharmacy 
Mr Prokopa explained that Dosthill Pharmacy had applied to change their 
supplementary hours. The determination was that the change takes place 
sooner than the required three months, as the circumstance for the change of 
hours was outside the control of the pharmacy. The new supplementary hours 
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are 8.30am to 6pm Monday to Friday and closed Saturday and Sunday. This has 
been approved and was effective from Tuesday 20th March. 

d) Change of Core and Supplementary hours – Wheaton Aston Pharmacy 
Mr Prokopa reported that Wheaton Aston Pharmacy had applied to change their 
core hours. The application is looking to move their current core opening hours, 
which are 8.30am till 6.30pm Monday and 8.30am till 4.00pm Tuesday till Friday 
to the proposed core hours of 9am till 5pm Monday to Friday. On the basis that 
many more patients in the locality are getting appointments at the Brewood 
surgery. Mr Prokopa explained that Wheaton Aston Surgery is a dispensing 
branch of Brewood Surgery and many patients are now being seen at Brewood 
in the evening and coming back to the pharmacy, so they want to ensure that 
their core hours included 9 till 5. Mr Prokopa felt that this appears to be 
reflective of local needs and explained that NHSE are seeking any comments 
from the LPC. Mr Prokopa’s only slight concern was that in reducing their 
morning opening hours they might reduce the opportunity for people to visit 
the pharmacy before work.  
Dr Hall felt that 8.30am probably wasn’t early enough for people to attend 
before work. 
Ms Dean highlighted that by changing their core hours now, then would NHSE 
be so sympathetic should they want to change their core hours later and 
wouldn’t they be better changing their supplementary hours now? 
Members had concerns around the change of supplementary hours and no 
provision for EHC or emergency supply on a Saturday. 
Mr Prokopa to make contact with Wheaton Aston Pharmacy to discuss. 

418-9 Confidential 
There were no confidential items for discussion 

418-10 Any Other Business 
Members had no other business for discussion. 

 
Strategy Agenda – Members Only 

418-11 
 

Lead 
a) CHSL Provider Company Update 

• Appointment of Scrutiny & Oversight Committee Member and Deputy 
Mr Prokopa explained that each LPC that contributed to setting up CHSL, 
has a member on the Scrutiny & Oversight Committee (SOC) and for this 
LPC, Mr Prokopa is the primary member and Mr Bullock was the secondary 
member. Mr Prokopa noted he is happy to continue in the primary role, 
and that we need to appointment someone as a deputy. He explained that 
the meeting is moving to bi-monthly and will take place on the second 
Tuesday of that month. Ms Dean volunteered to take on the role as 
secondary member of the SOC.   

• Nomination of LPC Directors 
Mr Prokopa explained that CHSL is a self-limited company by guarantee. 
The company is run and manged by 5 directors and in the first year the 
SOC had a process for recruiting and appointing the 5 directors. Moving 
forward from year 2 onwards, the LPCs through the SOC will appoint 2 
directors and the CHSL members, those who have paid the membership 
fee, will appoint the other 3 directors. The SOC decided on a process and 
as part of this they invited the 5 existing board directors to apply as LPC 
directors or members directors. We have timed the process for the LPC 
directors, so it’s in advance of the Annual meeting for CHSL, which will be 
in September. Therefore, there will be clarity on the LPC directors prior to 
that time. The current directors have been asked to provide nomination 
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Strategy Agenda – Open 3.45pm 

details and their statement of nomination so, we will have those to share 
by the end of the month. Mr Prokopa explained that the SOC asks that 
each LPC makes up to 2 nominations and nominations can be from the 
existing pool of directors or it could be someone from within an LPC or 
someone from outside of an LPC, that members feel would be suitable to 
represent the LPCs. Mr Prokopa passed round a copy of the LPC director 
nomination form for information. He noted that the person nominated has 
to be able to represent the LPCs’ interests as there are 11 LPCs across the 
West Midlands. There also must be at least 1 LPC director present at every 
directors’ board meeting for it to be quorate. 
Mr Prokopa noted that CHSL currently have 103-member business 
representing 300 contractors, which compares favourably to the Greater 
Manchester provider company whose membership was very poor at this 
time. They have had some success with small services such as the 
Wolverhampton CCG flu service, Community Health Service in 
Staffordshire, Quit Smoking in Coventry and writing the Sandwell PNA. 
Dr Hall reported that Sam Buckingham had enquired about an 
introductory email from CHSL, as she’d thought it was a phishing email and 
didn’t realise that CHSL worked with the LPC. Mr Prokopa to highlight to 
CHSL and further noted that CHSL have reported that their income from 
projects this year has been greater than their expenditure on the projects. 
Obviously, they have had a lot of administrative expenses this year, but 
they are hoping to reduce this next year. Mr Prokopa noted that with the 
meetings going to bi-monthly the next meeting will now be in June.  
Mr Prokopa reported that CHSL have organised some Flu training in North 
Staffs at a cost of £70 on 13th May 2018 at the Medical Institute Hartshill 
Rd, Stoke-on-Trent. There are 16 places available on a first come first 
served basis and noted that he did ask about online training and they are 
currently negotiating with ECG for an online course. 

418-12 
 
 

Be Effective 
a) Correspondence & Communications 

There were no items of correspondence or communication not covered on the 
agenda 

b) Finance 
i. Business Accounts as at 31st March 2018 

Mr Prokopa explained that Mrs Lumby had circulated the accounts up to 
the end of the year and had asked that Mr Prokopa highlight to members 
that the business account, closing balance includes deferred income of 
£14,233 which is the remaining HEE funding for the delivery of HC training 
and HLP leadership training. Mr Prokopa explained that Mrs Lumby had 
advised that we will close with around £73,000 which is equivalent to just 
under 5½ months reserves. PSNC recommend that LPCs maintain a 
reserve equivalent to six months’ worth of expenditure, but the LPC have 
had 2 large items of additional expenditure, the PSNC special levy in 
2016-17 to fund the judicial review and the CHSL loan in 2016-17 and 
2017-18. Mrs Lumby also asked Mr Prokopa to thank all members for 
submitting their expenses by the end of March. 
Ms Dean noted that we had talked about closing with only 4 or 5 months 
of reserves so to be at just under 5½ months reserves was a very good 
place to be. 

ii. Service Accounts Quarter 4 
Mrs Lumby had circulated the Service Accounts prior to the meeting. 
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418-13 Maximise Opportunities 
a) Meetings Reports 

Mr Prokopa noted that one of the items from the LPN meeting was that they 
are still looking for a LPC nomination for the Mental Health Working Group. Mr 
Prokopa to circulate details to Mrs Chahal and Mrs Roman. 
Meeting with Mary Johnson & Andy Pickard re Out-of-Pocket expenses - Mr 
Prokopa reported that at the meeting with Mary Johnson and Andy Pickard 
regarding Out-of-Pocket expenses they had some queries about out of pocket 
expense claims. Initially some concerns about value of and variation in claims 
and some repeating products and claims, which you wouldn’t expect for 
exceptional claims. As part of the process Mr Prokopa had ensured that Mr 
Pickard was involved, because any investigation or discussion with contractors 
must come through NHSE.  They are going to get some scripts recalled to look at 
specific individual claims, also going to look at some that might be questionable 
and some random ones as well. Mr Prokopa highlighted that this is about 
contractors having supporting evidence to back up these out of pocket expenses 
claims, such as a copy of an invoice with a delivery charge or a special-order 
charge. Noted that some of pharmacies on the list were outside of South Staffs 
LPC area. Mr Prokopa will remind contractors what the drug tariff states in 
relation to out of pocket expenses and advice contractor to retain evidence to 
support these claims.  
Mr Wilson asked if it was a lot of small claims or big ones and asked if one of the 
issues could be trying to find a decent price on something that’s subject to price 
inflation? 
Mr Prokopa explained that at the next meeting they will be looking at specific 
examples. 
Mr Ward felt it would be interesting to see if any of them relate to where what’s 
being prescribed is a specific brand or product and obtaining that product is 
more difficult? 
Mr Prokopa concurred that there was one for a specific brand of desogestrol.  
Mr Ward noted we have highlighted to CCGs before our concerns that this could 
happen.  
Mr Prokopa concurred and explained that he had said that if they had used a 
generic this wouldn’t have been a problem. 
Mr Ward also noted that sometimes the way a GP will choose something on the 
system, they may have selected a special product. The dispenser will then 
diligently order the product that has been requested. This can then be an 
expensive product with an out of pocket expense on it, when the patient didn’t 
really need the special? Noted that contractors can play a role in detecting this 
but equally so can the prescriber. 
Ms Dean felt that it would be interesting to see how this compares to last year 
and if it has gone up a lot, then it mirrors what Mr Wilson had said and the 
difficulty obtaining items. Ms Dean noted that it is worth pointing out to CCGs 
again how difficult contractors are finding it currently to obtain stock. 
Mr Wilson clarified that NHSBSA just pay the expenses with no challenge and 
then produce a report from which the CCGs have picked up these issues? 
Mr Prokopa concurred and noted that NHS BSA are in the process of doing post 
payment verification work, but this is in relation to MURs and NMS. 
Dr Hall reported that one of the concerns with the Gluten Free Service was the 
out of pocket expenses if it went to a Pharmacy service. At the time Dr Hall had 
advised them that they should choose suppliers who don’t charge delivery etc. 
but we will need to bare this in mind going forward. 
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ONPOS Project – Mr Wilson asked where the project was going, and would it be 
across the whole of Staffordshire with scripts turned off completely? 
Dr Hall concurred that that appears to be the direction of travel. They haven’t 
seen any savings in terms of money but it’s about breaking even, and they 
reckon the nurses save about 6½ clinic hours a week. Therefore, they’ve got an 
extra clinic day per district nurse, so they’ve seen an increase in patient 
throughput and outcomes. The nurses love it as they don’t have to chase 
surgeries for prescriptions and the GPs love it because they are not being asked 
to write scripts for the district nurses.  They are still getting quite a few scripts in 
Rugeley, so Sam Buckingham is going to investigate where they are coming 
from, but there are still practice nurses and care homes scripts. The feeling is 
that ONPOS will go Staffordshire wide for district nurses. Dr Hall explained that 
for Nursing Homes and Practice Nurses they discussed how they could make a 
pharmacy supply service work.  Sam Buckingham believes that savings on 
dressings waste would fund a pharmacy service, but we would need to make 
sure that whatever they are going to pay Pharmacy for the service is enough to 
cover the cost of providing the service.  
Dr Hall asked whether nursing homes could accept dressings without labels and 
could they be used in nursing homes for various residents? 
Ms Pitt explained that the CQC would want them individually labelled and the 
only way you could get around that would be to have a bulk prescribing policy. 
In Leek they have a couple of surgeries that do bulk prescribing of paracetamol 
and they have a set protocol that the CCG Pharmacist follows. Ms Pitt further 
explained that we don’t have to individually label each dressing any longer, but 
if you had a bulk prescribing policy for a specific dressing and the GP provides a 
list of patients that this is suitable for then they could use them in this way 
under bulk prescribing. But felt this was disadvantageous for Pharmacy as very 
labour intensive and big volumes to deliver for very little income. 
Mr Ward pointed out that we do need to consider delivery costs. 
Ms Dean noted that dressings are quite specific to the patients type of wound. 
Ms Pitt explained that you would have to have a core menu of dressing and the 
rest by exceptions and confirmed that yes you can order them individually from 
NWOS. 
Mr Hames explained that there are quite a few items that NWOS don’t do and 
Dr Hall noted that we would have to look carefully at what we put on the list. 
Mr Ward mentioned that the CCGs will be taking on significant capital outlay to 
buy all these dressings in and this is where we have had previous conversation 
with the CCGs, as our pharmacies will have dressings in stock that they will be 
left with. Dr Hall agreed and suggested that we should try and get them to use 
what dressings Pharmacies have left. 
Dr Hall noted that if we can’t make the Pharmacy Services work then the 
thought is that all dressings will go over to ONPOS. 
Ms Dean felt that the cost of the Pharmacy service could be quite large for all 
the work involved. 
Mr Prokopa identified 2 issues, firstly the issue of the notice that pharmacy will 

get before the service is switched on and the second issue to be pointed out to 
CCGs and practices, is that with medicines CPs are compelled to meet 
prescriptions with reasonable promptness, but with dressings and appliance if 
CPs don’t normally supply those items then they can sign post elsewhere. 
Dr Hall felt that Sam Buckingham would want to give us as much notice as 
possible and that we should be covering this in the next LPC News Update.  
Dr Hall also reported that North Staffs have decided not to provide a dressing 
service. 
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Mr Ward felt that we need to have a conversation with the CCGs as the best 
solution for our contractors is that we are providing the service at a reasonable 
price. But if that is not going to happen then we don’t want to burden our 
contractors with anymore work. 
Mrs Chahal reported that often the dressings are quite expensive, and you are 
often left with stock and out of pocket. 
Dr Hall explained that this system would stop this happening as the CCG would 
fund the initial build-up of supply. Then when the nursing home order the 
dressing Pharmacies would record the information on PharmOutcomes and the 
CCG would pay for the dressings CPs had to order to replace those dispensed. 
Mr Prokopa reminded members that whatever they think about ONPOS, 
whether it’s a good service or not and whether patients like it or not, it is still 
not a regulated route of supply and the concerns of PSNC, LPCs around the 
country and the health care trade association is that this is the thin end of the 
wedge and the next services to be looked at could be services like diabetes or 
asthma. 
Ms Pitt noted that if it is going to cost us more to retain the service, then this is 
foolish. 
Mr Prokopa explained that the other side is that the fees for those items will 
stay within the global sum, so Pharmacies will still retain that element of the 
funding and remuneration. 
Ms Dean questioned whether if we entertain ONPOS does that give the signal 
that we support the non-legal route of supply? 
Mr Ward suggested that we need to have a delicate conversation with the CCG, 
that this is difficult for pharmacy contractors because as much as we would like 
to support them making the lives of their district nurses better and care better, 
we can’t see a way pharmacy can do this. 
Ms Pitt noted that we need to check if CQC are happy with the supply to care 
homes of dressings on a non-medication basis? 

b) Flu Vaccination Service  
i. Final figures 2017-18 

Mr Prokopa reported that PSNC have just announced the results of this 
years Flu Vaccination Service.  Nationally pharmacies delivered 1.19 
million vaccines which is a 20% improvement on previous years. Locally 
we have delivered 35,500 vaccines compared to 25,000 last year. 

ii. Update on 2018-19 
Mr Prokopa reported that the adjuvanted trivalent influenza vaccine 
supply issues have been resolved nationally.  There will be some 
imported vaccines from Europe to make up the numbers and they’ve 
committed to supplying pharmacists and GPs in a phased way. 
Key issue for Contractors is that some vaccines will come without 
needles 
Ms Pitt asked about the penetration of the flu vaccine, as the idea of 
Pharmacy delivering the service was to increase percentages. Mr 
Prokopa stated that the final figures will not be available till the end of 
May. 
Dr Hall highlighted that she had received an email from one of the CCGs 
about timely GP notification from Pharmacies and could she explain 
how PharmOutcomes works.  

c) Pharmacy First Services 
i. New SLAs from 1st April 

Dr Hall reported that all the new SLAs have been sent out to Contractors 
and anyone who hasn’t signed up yet and wants to join, can sign up to 
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any of the Pharmacy First Services, Common Ailments, Emergency 
Supply, UTI and Impetigo. 
Dr Hall updated members on payments for UTI and Impetigo service the 
Impetigo payment will remain the same as it quite easy to do and UTIs 
have gone up to £15 and £12 for consultation without supply. 

ii. Extended Care Pilot 
Dr Hall reported that the initial analysis done by Keele University is 
positive, massive patient satisfaction and a huge number of patients 
diverted away from GPs. Rebecca Wood at NHSE is looking to find 
additional funding and Mani Hussain is also very positive and looking for 
new funding. The busier Pharmacies have completed their initial 100 
patients and are looking to continue offering the service. Mr Prokopa 
noted we have submitted our initial draft to NHSE for extending the 
service. Dr Hall explained that the reason NHSE like the service so much 
is because it is diverting patients away from GP Practices, who haven’t 
got enough appointments. They are looking to give the existing 10 
Pharmacies more patients, add another 10 Pharmacies and add 
respiratory and skin conditions to the service. 

d) Staffordshire Healthy Communities Service 
Mr Prokopa reported that he had had a discussion with Yvonne Goulding about 
this going forward. 52 areas called lower super output areas have been 
identified for the targeted support, where 27,600 adults aged 50 years and over 
are considered at risk of entering Health and Social Care. The 2 key services are 
around quit smoking and NHS Health checks. Quit smoking is the area they are 
starting initially because there is already the skill set out there and therefore the 
service is easier to implement quickly. They’ve asked for expressions of interest 
and got a good range of Pharmacies expressing an interest in delivering the 
service. The first training session is this evening and Mr Prokopa will be 
attending to be a link with the LPC. They’ve not got a pharmacy in every one of 
those 52 areas but have a good geographical coverage. Mr Prokopa to look at 
targeting if needed, a few pharmacies to make sure all areas are covered. 
Looking at immediate implementation once the advisors have been trained. Mr 
Prokopa further explained that there will be a varenicline PGD and Yvonne 
Goulding had asked a couple of questions around the levels of remuneration. 
CHSL have agreed a tariff for the service at SQD and data entered £5, 4 weeks 
quits (CO verified) £50, 4 week quits (Self report) £20, 12 weeks quit (CO 
verified) £25, 12 weeks quit (self-reporting) £10 every Co Reading £2.50 they 
are proposing SS medication Tariff minus profit share TBC. NHS health check 
only £15, NHS Health Check inclusive £30, PGD first supply £7 and PGD 
subsequent supply £5. Not sure if PGD supply at £7 is enough because of the 
complexity of the Varenicline and the contra indications. 
Mr Prokopa asked for feedback from members by email in the next 3 days 
particularly around NRT. 

418-14 Support Contractors & their Teams 
a) HLP Update 

Nothing further to report since March meeting 
b) CPPE Update 

Nothing further to report since March meeting 
c) Patient Facing Website 

Mr Prokopa explained that PSNC have their own SSL certificate which provides 
an encrypted link and this SSL certificate will automatically cover any LPC 
websites that uses the default 'psnc.org.uk/' prefix in its website address. 
Because we use our own domain name we won’t be able to use this SSL 
certificate and are therefore looking for a solution ourselves. Dr Hall explained 
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 Next Meeting 
Wednesday 9th May 2018 at 1.45pm in Conference room at The Museum of Cannock 
Chase, Valley Road, Hednesford, Cannock. 

 
LPC Meeting – Wednesday 11th April 2018             Agenda items in BOLD 
Appendix 1 - Communications Report 
 
NHSE North Midlands Communications 
Received 

that 123-Reg, who we have our domain name with, do offer SSL encryption at 
about £30 a year. There are different levels of certificates and although we 
don’t sell anything, some search engines do not like to send you to a website 
that doesn’t have a certificate, so this is something we will need to address. 

d) Health Literacy Training 
Mr Prokopa explained the LPN decided on some projects for distribution of HEE 
funding to support Pharmacy and we will be looking at some health literacy 
training. In Stoke there are some issue around understanding health care and 
where people should go for specific conditions. Training will be directed at 
Pharmacist and support staff, will take place around May or June and the 
funding is for 2 staff members per pharmacy 

e) National rollout for EPS in urgent care settings 
Mr Prokopa explained that we will be working with the local providers to see 
what’s happening locally and how this will be implemented. Mr Prokopa to 
mention in the LPC News Update 

f) Final guidance on prescribing of OTC medicines 
Mr Prokopa explained that the final guidance on the prescribing of OTC 
medicines has been issued by NHSE and it is hard to believe that this will not 
have an impact on the common ailments service, but we will be working with 
contractors to make sure that this is a seamless as possible. 

418-15  Build relationships 
a) Commissioner Reports: 

Mr Prokopa reported that he has nothing specific to report that hasn’t been 
covered previously in the meeting. 

i. NHS England Area Team; 
ii. CCGs 

iii. Public Health 

418-16 
 

Any Other Business  
Mr Wilson enquired that as we have received the result of the OTC prescribing 
recommendation what had happened about the limited clinical and low-cost 
effectiveness of products such as co-codamol? Mr Prokopa to check and report back. 
Mr Wilson reported that in Cannock there is a surgery where they are only taking paper 
repeat request from Pharmacy, not from the patient. This is increasing pharmacy 

workload and delaying patients receiving their medications and asked if anyone had 
come across this practice? 
Mrs Roman reported that a lot of patients in Codsall are receiving leaflets from 
Pharmacy2U and Ms Dean noted that the mailshots now include personal details such 
as name and address, so they are specific to individuals rather than just generic. 
Ms Dean highlighted that they are sending out new penalty charge packs to each 
pharmacy, which include a poster, booklet for patient and toolkit for staff and noted 
that it looks like they are going to be more stringent about pharmacies checking patient 
exemptions. 
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a) 04/04/2018 – Denise Pidd – Change of Supplementary Hours, Dosthill Pharmacy  
 
PSNC Communications 
Received 
a) 17/013/2018 PSNC News: PSNC News Alert: Have you completed your annual clinical governance 
requirements? 
b) 19/03/2018 PSNC News: March edition of CPN magazine out now 
c) 21/03/2018 PSNC News: LPC News: Dates for your diary 
d) 22/03/2018 PSNC News: March 2018 Price Concessions/NCSO – 1st update 
e) 22/03/2018 PSNC News: GDPR compliance webinar | Prescription Charge Card | Quality Payments data | 
CPPE updates | Apply for healthcare awards 
f) 26/03/2018 PSNC News: March 2018 Price Concessions/NCSO – 2nd update 
g) 27/03/2018 PSNC News Alert: Interim Funding Arrangements for 2018/19 
h) 28/03/2018 PSNC News Alert: GDPR guidance for community pharmacies published 
i) 28/03/2018 PSNC News: March 2018 Price Concessions/NCSO – final update 
j) 29/03/2018 PSNC News: Don’t forget to submit your flu vaccination claims! 
 
Other Communications 
Received 
a) 20/03/2018 PharmOutcomes Support Team: PharmOutcomes Upcoming MasterClass Dates 2018 
b) 22/03/2018 NHS SBS Client Communication: URGENT IMPORTANT INFORMATION: Fraud Alert – Please 
Read - Supplier Communication 004 
 
10(a) Appendix 2 – Meeting Reports 
Chief Operations Officer: 

a) Mar- Apr 2018 Monthly Report 
Service Development Officer 
a) Mar – Apr 2018 Monthly Report  
10(b) Appendix 3 – Finance 
a) Business Accounts – March 2018 
b) Service Account Quarter 4 


